Example of Generic Artifact Handling by our Proposed Approach
First, please do notice that throughout the proposal we used the term “artifact” to convey our general
focus and used only the term “code” in the running example of Java in the proposal. We chose Java
artifacts purely to explicate our ideas to the general reviewer as it is a well-known programming
language and because it is the language used in our paper (see reference [37]) on which the proposal is
based.
In the revised proposal we emphasized that the main requisite for the application of our work to a
domain such as mechatronics is that the corresponding artifacts can be structurally differentiated.
We now illustrate the generality of our proposed approach with an actual example from mechatronics
domain. Consider the two designs of robot arms shown below. These snapshots were taken from the
tool PTC Creo Elements/Pro, a standard tool in this domain.

Robot Arm Variant 1
Robot Arm Variant 2
For the sake of argument, let us say that:
o Variant 1 has as identifiable features: Base (the black support and its metal part), part A and
part B (the two metal elements that constitute its arm).
o Variant 2 has as identifiable features: Base (the black support and its metal part), part C and
part D (the two metal elements that constitute the arm).
This kind of artifact can be serialized into a textual representation that follows an ISO standard (ISO10303-21) whose structure is defined based on a schema. Even a simple version control tool, as shown in
the figure below, can help to detect and visualize basic differences on the textual representation of the
two robot arm variants depicted above.
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Hence we argue that it is quite feasible to devise a diffing tool that identifies the structural differences
between the two variants from their textual representation. By feeding these two variants into our
framework, we can readily identify from their textual representation where the common feature Base is
realized. With additional variants that provide feature combinations where parts A and B, and parts C
and D are not simultaneously provided, our approach can further discern where these features are
realized as explicated in Section 1.2 of the proposal. A core challenge would be then to devise as well a
domain-specific composition for this type of artifact. For that we plan to rely on the extensive work on
software and feature oriented composition as described in the proposal. Again please do notice that
other artifacts from this and other domains will be dealt with in exactly the same way as just described.
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